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1. INTRODUCTION

UCT Token and UCT Cash are innovative new cryptocurrencies,
utilising the latest cutting-edge blockchain and market maker
technology, for the purposes of creating wealth, restoring balance
and empowering the self-governance of indigenous sovereign
micronations.
The currencies are brought to you under Universal Community
Trust, an independent, autonomous, government-free jurisdiction,
where the rights of the individual are protected from the tyranny
of the collective.
More specifically, UCT Token [UCT] is the first ERC-20 asset on
the Ethereum and Polygon blockchains to represent tax-exempt,
non-judicial common law damages pay-outs. Indeed, it is the
very first credit-based token of its kind on any cryptocurrency
platform.
UCT Cash [UCTC], its sister token, also an ERC-20 asset, is the
UCT’s own credit-based stablecoin, for use within the UCT’s cooperative trade network and marketplace, in addition to
providing matching liquidity in various pools in the DeFi
marketplace. UCTC can also be spent in promissory note form.
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2. UCT - A PRE-EXISTING COMMUNITY
Having been initially formed by the declaration of the founding
sovereign, Michael O'Bernicia, in the summer of 2010, Universal
Community Trust was formally created by international treaty on
21st June 2012.
The UCT Treaty was ratified by 25 autonomous, sovereign
micronations, which exist within the jurisdiction of Universal
Community Trust, under the guiding principles of Natural Law,
and outside the jurisdiction of central government.
The UCT Treaty can be viewed here:
https://www.universal-community-trust.org/UCT-treaty/
In the spring of 2013, the UCT founders established a
Memorandum of Understanding with her majesty's government,
which laid out UCT's aims and objectives, including the intention
to create and issue UCT currencies.
Read the Memorandum of Understanding here:
https://www.universal-community-trust.org/memounderstanding-full/
The UCT/UCTC community already consists of almost 5,000
people, whilst many others are in the process of joining our
numbers across the world.
With a committed team of three dozen founding trustees and the
eclectic autonomous micronations of indigenous people they
represent, UCT Token and UCT Cash are in the unique position of
already having their initial markets and a long-established
community in place, before the assets are launched, in
accordance with the following vision.
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3. A CHALLENGING VISION
To develop truly decentralised cryptocurrencies, offering
unique benefits to both the UCT’s community of
autonomous micronations and potential investors in other
jurisdictions.
To utilise the very latest, cutting-edge technology,
enabling development of the UCT currency project through
all future technological advancements.
To establish UCT Token and UCT Cash as valuable, stable,
usable, and technically advanced, credit-based assets, in
the increasingly crowded and chaotic DeFi marketplace.
To create UCT Token [UCT] as a representation of the
satisfaction and exchange of perfected common law liens,
which will always correspond with the value of UCT in
circulation.
To create currencies which are digital representations of
perfected liens and UCT promissory notes, which will be
held in secure vaults, in order to provide reserves for a
thriving UCT marketplace.
To develop community-enabling cryptocurrency tokens
which are easily exchangeable for other crypto, fiat, and
for goods and services in the UCT marketplace, thus
maximising usability, fungibility and flexibility.
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4. FAST-TRACKED DEVELOPMENT
Out of the necessities which have arisen from increasingly tight
economic and financial restraints of the current debt-based
financial system, and recent unsustainable socially-engineered
changes, UCT tokens were fast-tracked from concept to the first
successful tests in just 21 days.
However, having researched and developed the infrastructure
and jurisdiction required to launch the currencies over more than
a decade, the Trustees of Universal Community Trust were
quickly able to put together a dynamic, experienced and fearless
team to fast-track their development.

5. TIMELINE - CONCEPT TO LAUNCH
02-06/05/2021 | Concept drafted by founder.
999,999,999,999 UCT ERC-20 tokens created on Dodoex.
07-11/05/2021 | Tests conducted by developers.
12-20/05/2021 | Web domain acquired, website in development,
initial Dodoex liquidity pools tested.
UCT Token added to Metamask wallet and 1,700,000 UCT Token
sent to development team in airdrop tests.
UCT Token worth GBP £207,075,200 from one perfected lien
exchanged.
23/05/2021 | 999,999,999,999 UCTC ERC-20 tokens created on
Dodoex.
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24-31/05/2021 | 207,075,200 UCT Token and 207,075,200 UCT
Cash were added to paired liquidity pools on Dodoex, pegged to
a 1-1 value, as well as with ETH, DAI, BNT and other
decentralised assets and stablecoins.
UCT community members received airdrops of 100,000 UCT Cash
and successfully tested trading UCT Cash with UCT Token.
02/06/2021 | UCT Token and UCT Cash established total market
liquidity of GBP £414,150,400 on the Dodoex platform.
September 2021 | Website for UCT currency project, ucttoken.org, launched.
All UCT Treasury UCT and UCTC were transferred to the Polygon
network, a sidechain of the Ethereum blockchain, for the
numerous benefits Polygon offers, including lower gas fees and
faster transaction times.
Exchange transactions with both UCT and UCTC, as well as with
UCT/UCTC and other tokens and stablecoins, were tested
successfully on Polygon network (Matic Mainnet).
5,001,500,000 UCT and the same amount in UCTC were locked
into three UCT/UCTC exchanges on Dodoex by UCT Treasury to
seed the markets, all of which was created by the issue of UCT
promissory notes.
UCT and UCTC were also paired with WETH, WMATIC, DAI and
USDC in additional exchanges on Dodoex. The initial price of
both UCT and UCTC was set at the price of GBP£1 [$1.38 at the
time].
Both tokens were then listed on Coinpaprika, but the market
immediately adjusted the price of UCT and UCTC to around $24
per token.
September 2021 – February 2022 | Both tokens held their value
at around the $24 mark, even when all other cryptocurrencies,
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save for DAI, USDT and USDC, lost in excess of 50% of their
values in the market crash of January 2022.
More than $1.6 billion worth of 24 hour volume was established
on Coinpaprika, following six months of spot trades in the Dodoex
liquidity pools.
07-28/02/2022 | Three pre-sales crowdpooling campaigns were
launched on Dodoex, with generous bonuses payable in UCT
upfront, which aimed to raise matching UCT/UCTC liquidity in
WETH, DAI and WMATIC. Liquidity will be locked in for 180 days
following the crowdpooling phase, with a phased withdrawal
process in tranches of 5% over the next 180 days.
March 2022 onwards | Further crowdpooling campaigns aimed at
both community and larger, outside investors will be launched, to
raise more matching UCT/UCTC locked-in liquidity in other
tokens/stablecoins. Liquidity pools will have UCT/UCTC added
automatically, every time there is an exchange of paper (lien
and/or UCT promissory note) for tokens.
Once sufficient liquidity has been raised through the crowdpools,
small transactions will be tested, and if successful, as we fully
expect them to be, UCT tokens will be officially launched.
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6. FOUNDERS, BUSINESS PARTNERS & ASSOCIATES

FOUNDERS
The Trustees of Universal Community Trust.

BUSINES PARTNERS & ASSOCIATES
Dodoex | Since UCT Token and UCT Cash have been created on
the Dodoex platform, the assets will register on all exchanges
with which they are integrated.
Polygon | UCT Token and UCT Cash have been transferred to the
Polygon network, and will be registered on Polygon.
Coinpaprika | The UCT tokens are listed on the Coinpaprika
exchange.
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7. BLOCKCHAIN CONTRACT ADDRESSES

Ethereum ERC-20 Token | Dodo Exchange
999,999,999,999 UCT Token [UCT] created on 02/05/2021
ETHEREUM CONTRACT ADDRESS:
0xcc7dcc3f649cb3932857d4edc6268e0ef4960995
999,784,175,434 UCT Token [UCT] transferred to Polygon on
01/09/2021
POLYGON CONTRACT ADDRESS:
0xfd5962484BE2c3574D70131BF5D452CcC7C69F67
---------------------------------------------------------Ethereum ERC-20 Token | Dodo Exchange
999,999,999,999 UCT Cash [UCTC] created on 23/05/2021
ETHEREUM CONTRACT ADDRESS:
0x2707ab358b5383d087fe4736da36c1c70179e3bd
999,790,315,355 UCT Cash [UCTC] transferred to Polygon on
01/09/2021
POLYGON CONTRACT ADDRESS:
0xD4b42287F1EE04aF246aD792153C39D62733f826

8. WALLET APP INFORMATION
Metamask | Secure and user-friendly browser app, which
recognises all ERC-20 tokens and integrates with the Ledger
Nano S hardware wallet.
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9. SMART CONTRACT SECURITY
As Dodo app created ERC-20 tokens, UCT Token and UCT Cash's
smart contract security will be provided by Dodo's state of the art
exchange.
The tokens were subject to rigorous Security Audits before the
launch of the crowdpooling and marketing campaigns.

10. MARKETING
The UCT Token website is https://www.uct-token.org/
All UCT community members will receive a regular newsletter
with the latest updates on the release of UCT Token and UCT
Cash.

11. PRE-ICO AIRDROPPED TOKENS
100,000 of each of the UCT tokens were airdropped into the
wallets of each UCT trustee, prior to the planned ICO for UCT
Token in the spring of 2022.
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12. CORE TEAM & ADVISORS

Founding Trustee | Michael O'Bernicia
Head Developer | Mark Lyford
Trustee of Development | Kathryn Newey
Trustee of Business Affairs | Jamie Upton
Trustee of Legal Affairs | Michael O'Deira
Business Consultant | Olivier Castagne
Marketing Consultant | Craig Crawford
Marketing Consultant | David Shipley
Technical Advisor | Lloyd Bryant
Technical Advisor | Darron Hodgkinson
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13. JOIN THE UCT COMMUNITY
UCT Token website:
https://www.UCT-token.org/
Subscribe to the UCT Token mailing list:
https://www.uct-token.org/#newsletter
UCT website:
https://www.universal-community-trust.org/
Subscribe to the UCT mailing list:
https://www.universal-community-trust.org/join-UCT/
UCT on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/universalcommunitytrust
UCT on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/Universal_CT
UCT on Telegram:
https://t.me/UCTdiscussion
UCT on Mewe:
https://mewe.com/join/universalcommunitytrust

Updated February 2022
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED UNDER UNIVERSAL COMMUNITY TRUST
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